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Common SID 

In response to state Senate Bill 5463, the SBCTC-IT has modified how SIDs are assigned to new students. The purpose 

of this change is to move toward a common SID across the system, where students eventually have one single SID 

regardless of which and how many colleges in the system they attend.  

 

When adding a student to SMS, the new process does not appear to function any differently than the current SID 

assignment process. For the most part that is true. Currently, when a new student is added to SMS, the SID 

assignment process checks the college’s central database (CENTRAL-SID-D in CA) for a match on SSN. If one is found, 

the SID associated with the SSN is assigned. If a match isn’t found, a new SID from the college’s SID range is assigned. 

The Common SID process still checks the host college for a match on SSN.  However, if a match is not found, the 

process then checks each of the other colleges and assigns the SID from the first college where an SSN match is 

found.  If a match isn’t found at any other college, a new SID from the host college’s SID range is assigned. 

 

General information about the Common SID process 

 There is no centralized database separate from the colleges that stores and assigns SIDs.  Each college’s SID 

range does not change and is still used for assigning SIDs when a new student who has not attended any 

college in the system is added or if an SSN is not provided by the student.   

 SMS screens now accept any SID that falls within the SID ranges for all colleges in the system (800000000 – 

999999999). 

 For an SID used at one college to be assigned to the same student at another college, the student must 

provide the same SSN at both colleges. 

 When checking for SSN match at the host college, SSN is compared to the CENTRAL-SID-D table in CA; when 

checking for an SSN match at other colleges, the SSN is compared to the SID-SSN-XREF-D table in SM.  

 You can enter a specific SID manually if you want. For example, a student may request to use a specific SID 

that was assigned by another college.  

 The Common SID process does not assign alpha SIDs retrieved from other colleges. If the only SID retrieved in 

the search includes an alpha character, an SID from the host college’s SID range is assigned.  Exception:  SIDs 

with alpha characters are currently assigned among colleges within a multi-campus district, which will 

continue. 

 There is no plan to change the SIDs of records already in the system. Only new students and students who 

currently exist in the system who apply to a different college will go through the Common SID process.  

 

How Common SID works 

 If  SSN is provided when student is added to SMS: 

o Checks the host college’s CENTRAL-SID-D in CA for an SSN match. If a match is found, assigns the SID 

associated with that SSN. (current functionality) 

o If a match is not found, checks other college’s SID-SSN-XREF-D table in SM for an SSN match. 

 If a match is found, assigns the SID associated with the SSN from the first college where a 

match is found. 

 If a match is not found, assigns a new SID from the host college’s SID range. 

 If SSN is not provided when student is added to SMS: 

o Assigns a new SID from the host college’s SID range. 
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SMS screens 

The edit on the SMS screens listed below was changed to accept any SID within the new allowed range:  800000000-

999999999: 

 SM2001 – Admissions 

 SM4002 – Registration/Admissions  

 SM5001 – Student Records 

 SM6008 – Transcript Biographic 

 SM700A - Registration 

 SD5031 – Information Entry  

 SM5023 – SID Change (does not assign a new SID; only edits existing SIDs entered for change) 

 

Other processes changed 

Web Admissions – when you save and approve a web application, the process that loads the application data to SMS 

goes through the steps to assign an SID if a match on SSN is found at the receiving college or at other colleges. 

 

Electronic Transcripts – as with Web Admissions, when a transcript is electronically received, the process that loads 

the transcript to SMS goes through the steps to assign an SID if a match on SSN is found at the receiving college or at 

other colleges. 

 

SD5134J – Admissions Upload Posting – added a job scheduling parameter to indicate whether the 9-digit number in 

the file should be loaded to ADM as an SID or an SSN.  Prior to this change, any 9-digit number starting with “8”, 

would be loaded as an SSN, even if the college SID range started with “8”.  

 

User interface 

The Common SID process works in the background so you should only see some slight differences— 

 SIDs may be assigned that are not in your college’s SID range. Don’t panic, this is how the system is supposed 

to work.  

 When you manually enter an SID that is outside the 800000000–999999999 system range, the message, “SID 

is out of allowed range” displays. Previously the message was “SID is out of the assigned range”. 

 The Common SID process uses the SID from the first college for which an SSN match is found. If a student 

requests to be assigned an SID they are assigned by another college, you can manually enter an SID/SSN 

combination on any of the screens that assign SID. You may want to request proof that the SID belongs to the 

student by requiring documentation such as a transcript. 

 If you run SD5134J to upload records to the Admissions Module (ADM), you must indicate in a new 

parameter if the 9-digit number from the SID field in the file should be uploaded to the SID or SSN field in 

ADM. 

 
 

IMPORTANT!! 
When manually entering a new student, you must enter the SSN prior to pressing F1 ADD to add the record. Do NOT 

add the student first and then enter the SSN. If you add students this way, the Common SID process does not work. 

 


